Introduction

Below are the instructions to configure your Android device to connect to the tu-secure wireless network. tu-secure is the recommended wireless network for Towson faculty, staff, and students because it will provide the most secure and stable connection to the Towson network and provide access to campus resources such as your H: drive.

Note: Because there are so many different Android devices, it would be impossible to document each one; therefore, we will only be covering Samsung devices in this document. Depending on your Android version, your visuals may differ from the ones presented below. This documentation supports Android version 7.0 (Nougat) to version 9.0 (Pie).

If you need additional assistance contact the Faculty/Staff Help Center at 410-704-5151.

Connecting your Android Device to tu-secure

To configure an Android device to connect to tu-secure, follow these steps below:

1. From the Home screen, press the Apps button at the bottom on the screen.
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   **Figure 1**

2. Find and press the Settings application.
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   **Figure 2**

3. From the SETTINGS window, press Connection.
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   **Figure 3**
tu-secure Wireless Configuration for Android Devices

4. Press **Wi-Fi**.
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5. Make sure Wi-Fi is turned on by ensuring the slider beside Wi-Fi is blue. On the list of networks, press **tu-secure**.
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6. An **authentication** window will appear. Enter your Towson NetID under **Identity**.
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7. Scroll down and enter your **Password**. Be sure to leave the **Anonymous identity** field blank.

8. Press **CONNECT** to finish joining tu-secure.